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Abstract
There is a growing demand from the media industry, including computer games, virtual reality and simulation, for
increasing realism in real-time for their computer generated images. Despite considerable advances in processing
power and graphics hardware, increasing scene complexity means that it is still not possible to achieve high fidelity
computer graphics in a reasonable, let alone real, time on a single computer. Cost prediction is a technique which
acquires knowledge of computational complexity within the rendering pipeline as the computation progresses and
then uses this to best allocate the available resources to achieve the highest perceptual quality of an image in a time
constrained system. In this paper we describe a method of acquiring computational cost complexity knowledge
within a high fidelity graphics environment. This cost map may be used in combination with other perceptually
derived maps to control a selective renderer in order to achieve the best perceptual quality results for a user
specified frame-rate.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Raytracing

1. Introduction

Recently the proliferation of high quality computer graphics
within the media industry, both as a tool for presentation of
information to a wide, and not necessarily expert, audience,
and as a entertainment medium in its own right has been
increasing rapidly. High quality archaeological reconstruc-
tions, for example, are now frequently used both to explore
new ideas and to present those ideas in a user friendly for-
mat. This increase in the exposure and usage of these tech-
niques raises expectations of quality and usability and not all
of these scenarios are suitable for the usual pre-rendering or
detailed pre-processing of data. Similarly, gamers also ex-
pect increasing visual immersivity and quality. In both these
situations the need to be able to guarantee a target frame rate
is critical to the success of the final result.

In applications where offline rendering can be used, the
need to maintain a fixed frame rate does not arise. However,
it is still useful to know how long a rendering will take, both
to ensure the most efficient use of computer resources and,
from a commercial point of view, to be able to guarantee
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deadlines and provide accurate quotations for the work about
to be undertaken.

Within a perceptual selective rendering system, individual
pixels are rendered at different qualities. The human visual
system is such that these quality differences can go unno-
ticed, enabling images of equal perceptual high quality to be
(selectively) rendered in a fraction of the time required by a
full rendering solution [CCW03].

In a predictive rendering framework, any knowledge of
the computational cost associated with rendering pixels en-
ables the computational resources to be best utilised in the
time allowed. This is especially true in a parallel system, in
which this computational knowledge can be used to schedule
the parallel tasks most efficiently amongst the processors.

Whilst the need for timing prediction is clearly important,
the difficulty is that the cost of rendering the scene with
global illumination is not often known with total certainty
until the image has been completed due to the variation of
complexity across the scene. Consequently, the most effi-
cient allocation of resources, and indeed whether the scene
can be rendered in a reasonable time at all, is not known ini-
tially. Even progressive techniques, which start at a low qual-
ity and keep improving for the duration of available time,
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may become tied up with highly complex yet perceptually
relatively unimportant areas of the scene to the general detri-
ment in perceived quality of the image as a whole.

In this paper we describe how we can derive computa-
tional cost information for each pixel from knowledge of the
spatial subdivision of the environment. We establish the re-
lationship between rendering time and octree subdivision.
This information enables us to determine the most appropri-
ate subdivision strategy to adopt for complex scenes in order
to achieve the best computational performance. In addition,
our system utilises a small number of profiling rays to es-
tablish an accurate cost map for the whole image for a given
view.

2. Previous Work

Most of the work done in the field of cost prediction has been
concentrated in three areas: to provide the most efficient pa-
rameterisation of spatial subdivision methods, for efficient
load balancing when rendering across a parallel network,
and to guarantee a fixed frame rate.

2.1. Cost Prediction for Parameterisation of Spatial
Subdivision Methods

Accelerating raytracing by dividing the space occupied by a
scene to reduce intersection tests is a well established tech-
nique with several variations. Whether the division strategy
is in the form of an octree, k-d tree, BSP-tree or other, the
subsequent efficiency of many of these algorithms during
the rendering stage can depend on the decisions made at tree
construction time. There is always a cost trade-off between
traversal of many layers of sub-division and ray-object in-
tersection testing. Optimising this trade-off has been inves-
tigated by several researchers, for example [ABCC03], to
find a cost function that balances and minimises the com-
bined cost of traversing the tree and the cost of ray-object
intersections.

2.2. Cost Prediction for Load Balancing

As stated above, gaining knowledge of the cost distribution
across the scene greatly aids the allocation of resources when
using a parallel network for rendering. By determining the
most heavily traversed or intersected voxels these can be du-
plicated in a demand driven system to reduce the number of
data fetches. In a data parallel system the loading on the pro-
cessors can also be most efficiently balanced by knowing the
cost distribution of the scene, [CDR02].

Reinhard et al. developed a cost function based on the ge-
ometric complexity of a scene by defining the probability
that a ray intersects an object in an octree [RKJ96]. The
cost of traversal is derived from the weighted average depth

of the octree D, where

D =
∑k

i=1 hi4−hi

∑k
i=1 4−hi

and a ray traversing the octree without intersections would
encounter 2D cells. The probability of ray-object intersection
is found from the ratio of object to cell surface areas. The
final cost for a ray is then the sum of the traversal costs and
the intersection test costs.

This approach was then developed to include a calculation
for the number and distribution of generated rays per voxel
based on geometric and material properties and the number
and position of light sources [RKC98]. From this and the
previous work they proposed a calculation of the cost of trac-
ing the different parts of an octree in order to provide a more
efficient load balancing for a scene rendered on a parallel
network. However, their actual results of the number of rays
per voxel differed too much from their predictions to be ap-
plied directly to determine the overall cost of ray tracing the
scene.

2.3. Cost Prediction to Guarantee Frame Rate

Funkhouser and Séquin [FS93] used pre-processed level of
detail cost and benefit for each object in a scene in order to
allow their system to produce the best available benefit sum
for the scene whilst not exceeding a maximum allowed cost.
Their cost metric is a function of the number of vertices and
polygons and the number of pixels rendered, each of which
had an experimentally derived constant applied. The use of
experimentally derived constants for the per polygon and per
pixel costs gave an accurate result for their test scenes but,
as stated previously however, this level of preprocessing is
not always appropriate or possible in an interactive environ-
ment and the need to have a test calibration phase for each
machine or environment in which the rendering would be
undertaken limits the application of this technique.

Horvitz and Lengyel [HL97] presented a similar approach
to real-time rendering by using flexible rendering of level
of detail. Their system adapted resolution per object and
temporal coherence within a rasterisation framework. These
time-constrained frameworks used simple perceptual mod-
els as a selective criteria for the decisions made. Dumont
et al. [DPF03] also used a decision theoretic framework but
with more complex perceptual models for their system for
rendering global illumination using hardware.

Wimmer and Wonka [WW03] define a rendering time
estimation function for GPU rendering based on estimations
for each of the major components of the rendering process:

• system tasks (ETsystem)

• CPU tasks (ETCPU )
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• Idle time (ETCPU
idle ,ET GPU

idle )

• GPU tasks (ET GPU )

In the form:

RT = ETsystem +max(ETCPU
,ET GPU )

where

ETCPU = ETCPU
nr +ETCPU

r +ETCPU
mm +ETCPU

idle

and

ET GPU = ET GPU
f s +ET GPU

r +ET GPU
mm +ET GPU

idle

nr denotes non-rendering code, fs frame setup, r rendering
code, mm memory management and idle is idle time.

They compared several methods of cost prediction, rang-
ing from measured to calculated, including per-object sam-
pling, per view-point estimation and per view-cell estima-
tion and also compared four mathematical heuristics for the
ET GPU

r ; the triangle count, the actually transformed vertices
count, Funkhouser’s cost function and their own which is
an adaptation of Funkhouser’s using actually transformed
vertices. Their conclusion was that while their method im-
proved the accuracy of the estimation, the limitations of the
timing accuracy of graphics hardware hampered the effec-
tiveness so they proposed an extension to hardware to re-
solve their problem.

3. Ray Timing

As a ray passes through a scene there are two possible out-
comes; it either intersects an object or it doesn’t. There is
clearly an associated cost associated with either outcome. A
ray that intersects an object will have the times associated
with the calculation of the intersection point, calculation of
surface normal at the intersection point, the retrieval of mate-
rial information and possible associated costs of procedural
texturing and this is only for primary rays. For a global il-
lumination solution the spawning of innumerable secondary
rays each of which have the same associated costs adds to
the time taken to trace that primary ray.

Even for rays that do not intersect an object, the cost is
not zero. Depending on the use and efficiency of spatial sub-
division the ray may even have had to undertake intersection
checks with every object in the scene and consequently may
in fact have a higher cost than a ray that makes an early in-
tersection.

In order to ascertain these costs and thus use these to es-
tablish an efficient spatial subdivision, our method uses an
adapted version of of the lighting visualisation system Ra-
diance [War94]. This system uses the octree as its spacial
subdivision structure and so our method concentrates on the
octree but could be simply extended to other strategies. We
shoot and time the cost of the different situations that rays

encounter for a variety of scenes. For each ray timing exper-
iment, one thousand rays were traced per pixel with each ray
having directional jittering. The large number of rays shot
within each pixel boundary provided the most accurate aver-
age timing for a single ray traced for that pixel.

3.1. Scenes

In order to assess the cost of the different parts of a primary
ray’s path a variety of scenes were constructed that provided
the most likely scenarios that occur in a typical scene.

• BLANK - A totally empty scene was used first to deter-
mine the setup time required for tracing a ray outside the
octree. Since the octree is a subdivision of the bounding
cube of the scene objects it is possible to have a ray that
that does not pass through the octree at all.

• UNSUB - A pair of cubes diagonally separated from each
other to produce an undivided octree with large amounts
of empty space in it. The rendered view contained no
part of either cube and established the time for rays to
be traced through an octree without hitting an object.

• CUBE - A single cube producing a undivided octree with
the view looking directly at the cube. This established the
time for a ray to hit and return the value from a single
object.

• SUB - A pair of cubes diagonally separated as earlier, but
with the octree forced into a subdivision. The scene is set
with an oblique view, so that the times for both rays that
hit a single object without traversing more than a single
cell (the near cube) and for those that hit a single object
after traversing a single empty cell (the far cube) are avail-
able.

• MULTI, MULTIROT - The final calibration scenes con-
tained different size cubes, one set axis aligned, one ro-
tated forcing the octree into further subdivisions and giv-
ing timings for rays with more occupied cell traversals and
more intersection tests figure 1.

• The complex test scene is the reconstruction of the temple
of Kalabsha [SCM04], figure 2, giving a more typical test
scene.

Figure 1: Primary ray-traced images of the MULTI and
MULTIROT scenes.
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Path Scene Proportional Cost
No Octree Intersection EMPTY 1
Traversal of Empty Octant SUB 1.1
Traversal of Full Octant with Single Object CUBE 1.8
Intersection with Single Object Scene CUBE 1.8
Traversal of Full Octant with Two Objects UNSUB 2
Empty Octant Traversal Followed by Intersection SUB 3
Empty Octant Traversal Followed by Full Octant Traversal UNSUB 3.5
Full Octant Traversal Followed by Intersection MULTI 5
Full Octant Traversal Followed by Full Octant Traversal MULTI 6

Table 1: Proportional costs for different ray-path outcomes

Figure 2: The temple of Kalabsha model.

4. Timing Results

The timings from the initial basic scenes show the costs of
tracing different parts of the scene and the values are scaled
to be relative to the cost of a ray that passes outside the octree
completely, table 1. Hence we can see that, for example, it
takes nearly twice as long to trace a ray with an intersection
test as it takes to trace a ray that misses the scene completely.

From this we can see that the cost associated with a
ray-object or ray-object bounding box intersection test out-
weighs the cost of an octree traversal by around a factor of
2. This result is important as it shows that the octree sub-
division level parameter has a large impact on the resulting
rendering cost, if there are many intersection tests performed
in each octant the cost for the scene can rise rapidly. This as-
pect is explored in more detail later in this section.

The results on the multiple cube test scene show the clear
correlation between the shape of the octree and the cost of
traversing the octree, figure 3. The differing costs for differ-
ent subdivision parameter settings can be seen in figures 4
and 5. In these images and those following the costs are pre-
sented as an image false-coloured for printing clarity with a
proportional timing scale where the shortest time taken to
trace a ray in the scene is always 1 and the other times are
scaled accordingly. On comparative sets of images the same

false-colour scale is used for all the images in the set, as in
figure 8, for example, where the most costly rays took 100
times as long to trace as the quickest.

Figure 3: Subdivided octree of the MULTI test scene and
resulting times, as viewed from the camera.

Figure 4: Proportional timing maps from MULTI and MUL-
TIROT for octree with total subdivision.

Having performed the initial tests using simplistic scenes
we looked at the effects of octree subdivision on ray cost
within a more realistic environment, the temple of Kalabsha
model, figures 6 and 7.

We chose different levels of octree subdivision for the
scene then measured the total time taken to trace the scene
and the total size of the octree file produced. We also pro-
duced maps showing the rendering cost for each pixel in the
image for each of the subdivision levels, figure 8.
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Figure 5: Proportional timing maps from MULTI and MUL-
TIROT for octree with single level of subdivision.

Figure 6: The Kalabsha octree at a subdivision criteria set
at <100 polygons per octant.

As the rendering cost maps in figure 8 show, the subdivi-
sion strategy can have a dramatic effect on the cost of ren-
dering an area of the scene. In detailed view "a" there is a
section of sky that should, at first impression, take little time
to render. Due to the subdivision strategy however, rays pass-
ing through this octant have to perform an intersection test
with the top left corner of the temple structure. This adds a
cost to the whole octant, as is shown by the dark blue cube
protruding into the sky area. In detail "b" the reduction in
the maximum allowable number of objects per octant before
subdivision from 16 to 8 has triggered subdivision. Conse-
quently, the cost of intersections with the corner is now con-
fined to a series of much smaller octants and the cost of ren-
dering the sky in that area has reduced.

Similarly in details "c" and "d" the reduction from 32 (d)
to 4 (c) maximum objects per octant has meant that the oc-
tants containing parts of the pillars have reduced in size and

Figure 7: The Kalabsha octree seen from the camera.

increased in number. The number of rays performing failed
intersection tests on the nearest visible pillars before inter-
secting the further pillars or back wall is therefore reduced
to those that are very close to the near pillars, improving the
cost balance across the area.

From these results it can clearly be seen that, as stated
above, the costs associated with having to perform intersec-
tion tests with many objects in an octant greatly increases
the cost of rendering the scene. However, performing end-
less subdivision is not the answer as the cost increases when
traversing the huge number of octants produced as the 2 ob-
jects per octant maximum results shows. A level of around
6 objects per subdivision (the standard Radiance default set-
ting) would be the best balance between cost and practical
size for this scene, figure 9.

5. Cost Map

We can produce a cost map for the scene at a particular oc-
tree subdivision level by sampling a small number of pixel
regions and then using the resulting timing map to produce
an estimate for a higher resolution full image. For the sake
of presentation clarity in this paper, we have used a 32×32
regularly spaced grid to sample the timings for the Kalabsha
model octree at subdivision levels of 100 and 6 objects per
octant maximum and compared these with the results from a
256×256 timing map of the view, figures 10 and 11.

It can clearly be seen that there is an accurate correlation
between the timings from the lower resolution cost map and
the results from the final timings on the larger image. The
errors per pixel between the value for predicted cost and the
actual cost of that pixel in the final image are shown on the
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Figure 8: The Kalabsha timing maps for different octree subdivisions (256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2 objects per octant maximum)
with enlarged sections for detailed comparison a-d.

right hand side of both figures 10 and 11. Positive error val-
ues represent pixels that took longer to render than predicted,
negative error values represent pixels that took less time to
render than predicted.

The least accurate areas of prediction are, as expected,
those where the cost map grid cell covers a wide change in
costs, this demonstrates the trade off between the low cost of
sparse sampling and the potential for inaccurate results.

These results for the errors in timing also show that while
the proportional error remains the same for both levels of
subdivision, the reduction in the maximum number of ob-
jects per octant reduces the absolute error by a factor of 10.
This result gives another strong argument towards an opti-
mum level of octree subdivision.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have investigated the cost of ray tracing
differing parts of a variety of scene octrees. We have estab-
lished the link between the relative costs of different levels
of octree subdivision and for a complex scene demonstrated
the most practical balance between size and cost.

We have also demonstrated the accuracy of estimating the
costs of rendering an image by first producing a low resolu-
tion map and that the costs are applicable to the large scale
image.

Using profiling rays for timing prediction means that al-
though these rays are never wasted since they form part of
the final image, there is a cost associated with the profil-
ing that could possibly be unnecessary. The next stage in
our work is to derive the cost prediction map by means that
do not require the shooting of profiling rays as this would
produce all the demonstrated benefits without the risk of un-
necessary cost. This could be done by using a fast rasterised
preview of the image [LDC05] to produce a complexity map
of the image.

The complexity map could also help to determine areas
where the costs are expected to change rapidly and hence re-
duce the error in prediction caused by the uniform sampling
strategy as described in the previous section.

Producing a cost map without profiling could also enable
the use of an efficient subdivision strategy at octree creation
to tune the costs and file size to the situation.
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Figure 9: The effect of subdivision parameter on octree file size and render cost.

Figure 10: The Kalabsha cost, timing and error maps for 100 objects per octant maximum.

Currently our cost prediction method only calculates the
cost for primary rays, this clearly needs to be extended to
add the timing for secondary and further rays.
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